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A special characteristic of doves and pigeons is their extreme loyalty to their mates. Unlike most other animals that go from partner to partner, doves remain with one partner all through their life. This is why, doves are recognized as a symbol of love and loyalty on Valentine's Day. According to a myth, Roman Goddess Venus considered dove as sacred because of its fidelity towards mate. Cooing sound made by birds is linked to "love sound" attributed to lovers. For this reason, when lovers talk in flowery and sugary language to each other they are said to be 'cooing'. Valentines As pets, Doves and Pigeons are affectionate and playful. Curious about owning a pigeon or dove of your own? Here's what you need to know. Both males and females raise offspring. To feed their babies, they regurgitate this crop milk into their chicks' mouths. A young pigeon or dove is called a squab, and it lives in the nest for 1-4 weeks. Pet Dove And Pigeon Species. Contrary to popular belief, a dove is not simply a white pigeon. King Pigeons are actually commonly bred as food. Their young are taken from their parents, slaughtered before 4 weeks of age. They're bred to be large to produce a lot of meat. However, King pigeons are also kept as pets. Homer Pigeons are bred for their instinct to find their way home over up to 500 miles. All pigeons and doves are members of the Columbidae family. They have soft, thick plumage in a variety of colors and patterns, with most species displaying some type of iridescent glossing. No seasonal changes in coloration occur, and except for the somewhat duller hues of the female, the sexes are alike. The small Inca dove adapts readily to urban areas and city parks. It breeds in each of the contiguous forty-eight states and is the only native Texas bird that occurs in all of the state's 254 counties. As long as there is enough water present to allow the bird to drink once a day, the mourning dove can thrive in almost any habitat. Rock doves, commonly called domestic pigeons, need no introduction to city dwellers.